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After accepting the fact that he will never know his old reality again, Gunnar looks forward to

building a new life inside Eden's Gate.It's time to form a guild, gather resources, and earn the

acceptance of the Edgewood inhabitants.If only things were that easy...The dark elves aren't thrilled

about having humans in Edgewood, the mine isn't vacant, and you can't form a guild without at least

a few guild mates.Will Gunnar pursue Adeelee? Is Rachel still out there somewhere? And who is

Jax exactly? Could he really be a Sparrow?
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I loved it. The character development is great. Gunnar is a normal person. A gamer. He doesn't win

all the time. In fact he loses quite a bit but it's not like his loss is a bad thing. Whenever a bad

situation happens and he loses or something really terrible happens he actually learns from his

mistakes. Don't really see that often in Other Stories. He's not OP and he is learning and gaining

skills to improve himself. The story here has kept me engrossed and that every moment the

descriptions the character interactions kept me going. I legitimately wanted to know what happens in

every turn of the page to Gunnar and his followers or partners. It's interesting to see his reactions



two situations that can Branch out and unorthodox ways. This was an amazing read a great

continuation and I hope to see more. Can't wait for the third installation

The telling will be how books three and four hold up. Lots of good series have been let down at this

stage and have a hard time recovering.However I think this series just might have what it takes to

be enjoyable for many more books to come.I recommend this book as a worthy read.

Well at least that's what I'd like Mr. Brody to do. Haha. It's a shame you can't just think the story and

it appears in print!I've been exclusively reading the litrpg genre over the last several months and the

stories can be quite grasping. I like them tremendously when they're done well. I have had one bad

experience and hope I never see that kind of poor writing again. The authors work was bad enough

to keep you lost in his own work by constantly using nothing but pronouns, from paragraph to

paragraph, to the point you couldn't understand who the hell he was speaking about. Ugh!But fear

not faithful readers, that is not something you will find here! Something as simple as describing who

is speaking makes a story so much easier to follow. There's enough to do just wanting to fall into the

characters and their stories without worrying about grammer and technical mistakes. These two

books from Mr. Brodys' work are on my excellent list. I even liked this second book better than the

first, though both books are very good. Makes me wish I'd jumped into reading this after the author

had finished his fifteenth book in the series! Yes, I hate waiting for the next book

ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€œÃ‚â„¢, just like everyone else. C'est la vie.

4 and a half stars. Really enjoyed the book and it was a good followup to the first one. I did wish

there was some more world building but I am happy with what I got. The main character is still not

my favorite but I understand how the author is choosing to write him. Pretty much all Reborn

characters though have a haughty arrogance that is annoying. One other thing is that the story

moves fast. Anything that takes a bit of time is rushed into a paragraph or two, like Gunnar setting

up a relationship with the Dark Elves over the course of several days, but the main story plot is

completed within a day's time. So somethings I would have liked to see drawn out. Also, very glad

that the outside the game elements did not have a big part.

Serious action scenes in this book. Also really got the story going, people have to adjust to a new

life. One with choices. Some parts I felt are left unanswered, but I still enjoy the story. For the next

book I hope the author really focuses on the main character development. Gunner is gonna need



after the way the book ends. Haha can't wait! To the author sweet ending kinda saw this coming.

Hahahaha

I really liked this book can't wait to see where the next book takes the story I will definitely read the

next book

A solid continuation of a series I'm following closely. Please don't stop writing, cause you're doing a

great job! Its interesting how much content is stuffed into a relatively small number of in world days.

Gunnar continues to grow both physically and internally. I find him to be a great representation of a

gamer and can believe that I would behave in much the same way as him in most of his situations.

Relating to him like that really helps to keep me invested in what he does throughout that books.

Keep em coming!

A great follow up to book one. Only issue being that it ended too quick. Now I'll have to wait until

book 3 comes out.Great progression without feeling like everything was just laid out or given easily

to the MC.Commander battle!!!!!! You'll understand when you read it - cinematic visuals!
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